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Abstract
Nanoparticles are routinely used in cell biology. They deliver drugs or function as
labels or sensors. For many of these applications it is essential that the nanoparticles
enter the cells. While some cell types readily ingest all kinds of particles, others
just don’t. We report that uptake can be enhanced for some cells if the particles
are administered from the basolateral side of the cells (in this case from below).
Compared to apical uptake (from above), we report an 8-fold increase in the number
of fluorescent nanodiamonds internalized by the colon cancer cell line HT-29. Up to
96% of the cells treated by a modified protocol contain at least one nanodiamond,
whereas in the control group we could observe nanodiamonds in less than half of the
cells. We were also able to show that simple treatment of cell clusters with trypsin-
EDTA leads to the same enhancement of the nanodiamond uptake as seeding the cells
on top of the nanoparticles. Although our study is focused on nanodiamonds in HT-
29 cells, we believe that this method could also be applicable for other nanoparticles
and cells with a specific directionality.
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6.1 Introduction
Nanoparticle uptake is essential for many different applications including
drug delivery, labelling and intracellular sensing. Particle uptake also
plays a key role in toxicity studies.
We are particularly interested in fluorescent nanodiamonds (FNDs). They
have a stable fluorescence and do not bleach.1 Furthermore, diamond
nanoparticle sensors have been utilized already as sensitive probes for
magnetic2 or electric fields,3 strain, temperature4 or chemicals in their
surroundings.5 However, to exploit their full potential for cell biology,
they have to enter the cell.
Nanodiamonds (and nanoparticles in general) enter cells in various dif-
ferent ways. Endocytosis, mediated endocytosis and membrane fusion
have all been reported. However, uptake varies a lot depending on the
cell type and biological function of the particle or the cell. While some
cell lines ingest FNDs in all sizes and shapes6–10 others do not ingest
FNDs at all. To circumvent this problem several strategies have been
developed. The first set of strategies requires physical piercing of the
cells. Electroporation,11 chemical perforation of the cell wall12 as well as
microinjection with a needle or nanowire4 or gene gun bombardment13

have been used. The drawback of these techniques is that they are all
more or less invasive.
The second set of techniques that has been used is chemical modification
of the diamond. To this end, different polymers14–16 or peptides17 have
been used as a coating. Chemical surface modification has also been
utilized to facilitate uptake to achieve two goals. First, it is often nec-
essary to prevent aggregation of diamond particles in conventional cell
media. Some proteins and, most severely, salts that are present in cel-
lular growth medium lead to aggregation.18 Secondly, one could direct
diamond particles to a specific location. The most common molecules
that have been (covalently or non-covalently) attached are antibodies,19
DNA molecules,20–22 biotin or streptavidin,23, 24 specific receptors,25 or
charged molecules.17 However, these methods all rely on more or less
complex synthesis. Additionally, a thick coating can disturb the sensing
process with diamond and in some cases might influence the cell biology.
Here we use a simple technique, which requires neither chemical function-
alization of the diamond nor chemical perforation of the cell membrane.
The only “surface coating” we perform is to add fetal bovine serum. This
process coats diamonds as well but is unavoidable since they are a compo-
nent of the medium (unless protein repellent coatings are used).26 Con-
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ventionally, cells are first grown and then nanoparticles are administered
from the top. We reverse the process and add diamond particles first and
then grow cells on top. This way the uptake occurs from the basolateral
(bottom) side. A similar approach has been used for gene transfection,
with cells growing on areas printed with cDNA.27 Most cells, and, partic-
ularly, cells of epithelial origin are anisotropic, with different ability for
the uptake from the apical and from the basolateral membrane. Despite
the fact that this polarized architecture has a dramatic effect on the ef-
ficiency of gene delivery28–30 and is exploited by natural pathogens31 it
has been overlooked so far in nanodiamond uptake studies. For HT-29
cells, which are typically a difficult cell line for uptake17, 32 we achieve a
significant increase in uptake and for the first time report that direction
matters when it comes to nanodiamonds uptake. In addition, we demon-
strate a new method based on trypsin treatment of the cells. Here the
strategy is to treat the cells rather than modify the particles to enhance
uptake.

6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Cell line
We used HT-29 cells, which are a cell line from colon carcinoma pro-
vided by Prof. Giepmans and his group. We used a genetically modified
strain GFP-EpCAM. In this strain EpCAM (a protein localized in the cell
membrane) is fluorescently labelled with green fluorescent protein (GFP).
Thus, we were able to visualize the cell membrane. Cells were cultured in
non-coated 35 mm plastic Petri dishes, in complete Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium (Cellutron Life Technologies, USA) with high concen-
tration of glucose, 10% of fetal bovine serum (FBS, ScienCell, USA), 100
U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Life Technologies) (DMEM-
HG complete). Cells were grown in the incubator, at +37°C, 5% CO2,
until they reached 70–90% of confluency.

6.2.2 Fluorescent nanodiamonds
For this study, we used FNDs of 120 nm in diameter (≥1000 nitrogen-
vacancy centers per particle; Adamas Nanotechnologies). These particles
are generated by HPHT synthesis followed by grinding and size separa-
tion from larger particles by the supplier. As stated by the vendor they
are acid cleaned with oxidizing acids. As a result, their surface is oxy-
gen terminated and their zeta potential is electronegative. To prevent
nanodiamond aggregation in cell culture medium, we have first diluted
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the stock solution (1 mg/mL) of FNDs in pure FBS. FND-containing
serum was then combined with the serum-free DMEM-HG medium, so
that the final medium of incubation contained 10% of FBS and a desired
concentration of FNDs (0, 0.5, 1 or 5 µg/mL).

6.2.3 FND uptake
At 70–90% of confluency, the cells were exposed to FNDs, according to
one of the following protocols (see Figure 1):

Figure 1. Summary of the experimental procedures for FND uptake by HT-29 cells.
In protocol A, a suspension of FNDs in cell culture medium is added to the adherent
cells. In protocol B, the cells are detached with trypsin-EDTA (ethylenediaminete-
traacetic acid) and seeded on top of the FNDs. In protocol C, the cells are briefly
treated with trypsin-EDTA and exposed to the suspension of FNDs in cell culture
medium.

Protocol A (control): FNDs added on top of the cells
We implemented the simplest, commonly used approach to adding nanopar-
ticles to cultured cells as control for all our experiments. The culture
medium in each Petri dish was replaced with FND-containing medium.
Cells were incubated for 2 hours at +37°C, 5% CO2. Then the cells
were rinsed with complete medium to remove the extracellular FNDs.
To decrease the amount of FNDs that have not been internalized by the
cells, but still remained adsorbed on the cell membrane, we treated cells
with 0.05% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) for 3 minutes, until the cells detached
from each other and from the dish bottom. We then collected the cell
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suspension and centrifuged it for 5 minutes at ×1000 rpm. We discarded
the supernatant, resuspended the resulting cell pellet in fresh complete
medium and transferred the cells to fresh Petri dishes. Cells were then
allowed to recover at +37°C, 5% CO2 for 24 hours. Finally, they were
fixed for confocal microscopy.

Protocol B: feeding cells with FNDs from the bottom
We coated the bottom of the Petri dishes with FND-containing serum.
The dishes were then left in the incubator for 2 hours to allow the dia-
monds to settle on the bottom. HT-29 cells were treated with trypsin-
EDTA for 3 minutes until detachment. Cell suspension was collected
and centrifuged for 5 minutes at ×1000 rpm. We discarded the super-
natant and resuspended the cell pellet in fresh serum-free DMEM-HG
medium. Cell suspension was then transferred to the FND-serum-coated
Petri dishes, and cells were incubated with the nanodiamonds at +37°C,
5% CO2 for 2 hours. After the incubation, cells were again treated with
trypsin-EDTA, centrifuged and transferred to fresh Petri dishes for 24-
hour recovery, as described in protocol A.

Protocol C: FNDs added on top of trypsin-treated cells (control for the
trypsin-EDTA effects without cell detachment)
Trypsin and EDTA treatment (both individually and in combination) is
known to affect composition and topography of the cell surface, causing
release of cell-surface glycoproteins and glycosaminoglycans,33 as well as
increase in the number of cell membrane folds and extensions,34 at least
in certain cell lines. Moreover, trypsin treatment has been shown to affect
the nanoparticle uptake in certain cell lines, in some cases inhibiting,35
while in others – enhancing36 nanoparticle internalization. Such changes
might also influence the efficiency of the FND uptake in HT-29 cells.
To account for the possible influence of trypsin-EDTA treatment on the
FND internalization, we have implemented the third protocol. In this set
of experiments, HT-29 cells at the desired confluency were first exposed
to trypsin-EDTA. The cell morphology was observed with a bright-field
microscope. When the cells appeared rounded and detached from the
neighboring cells in the clusters, but were still adherent to the Petri
dish bottom, we carefully removed trypsin-EDTA solution. Here it is
important not to disturb the cells by touching. We then added the FND-
containing medium to the dishes and incubated the cells with FNDs for 2
hours at +37°C, 5% CO2. Afterwards, the culture was rinsed with fresh
complete medium, treated with trypsin-EDTA, centrifuged, resuspended
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in fresh complete medium and transferred to new Petri dishes for 24-hour
recovery, as described in protocol A.

6.2.4 Cell fixation and imaging
After the incubation with FNDs, followed by 24-hour recovery period,
cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed with
3.7% paraformaldehyde for 12 minutes. Cells were then imaged with
Zeiss LSM780 confocal microscope. We acquired full z-stacks of the cells,
recording both GFP and FND fluorescent signals, with cubic voxels of
132 × 132 × 132 nm.

6.2.5 Image processing and analysis
Obtained z-stacks were deconvolved with the help of freely available FIJI
plugins “Diffraction PSF 3D” and “Iterative Deconvolve 3D”.37 Resulting
images of FNDs were then processed with the “3D Objects Counter”
plugin, which allowed us to detect the particles in the volume of the z-
stacks. Examples of the resulting renderings are shown in Supporting
Information. Based on the deconvolved z-stacks of cell boundaries, as
defined by the GFP signal, we have excluded the particles that were
located outside of the cells. For counting we are relying on a brightness
threshold that we determined by measuring single particles. Every pixel
above a certain threshold is counted as particle. If the brightness for an
object is larger than that it was identified as an aggregate. Counting was
done for at least 100 randomly selected cells for each set of experimental
conditions. We calculated the average number of the FNDs internalized
by the cell as well as the proportion of cells containing FNDs. The z-
stacks of cell boundaries were then used to create 3D Euclidean Distance
Maps (3D-EDMs) of the cells – z-stacks, where the value assigned to
each pixel is equal to the minimal distance between that pixel and the
structure of interest (in our case, cell membranes, marked with GFP-
EpCAM). Combining the set of the internalized diamond particles with
the resulting 3D-EDMs, we were able to calculate the distance from the
cell membrane for each of the analyzed FNDs. The detailed procedure
of the distance measurements is described in Supplementary Figure 1.

6.2.6 MTT assay
Although both trypsin-EDTA treatment and incubation of mammalian
cells with FNDs are considered to be generally harmless procedures, we
have decided to perform an MTT assay to assess the metabolic activity
of the cells exposed to different concentrations of FNDs and different
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uptake procedures. For this purpose, HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells were
treated according to the previously described protocols and transferred
to a 96-well plate (5 wells for each set of experimental conditions) in-
stead of fresh Petri dishes for the 24-hour recovery period. After 24
hours, cells were rinsed once with PBS and incubated with fresh cell
culture medium, containing 0.05% MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-
2,5-diphenyltetrazoliumbromid, Sigma-Aldrich), for 2 hours at +37°C,
5% CO2. MTT tetrazole dye is reduced by cellular enzymes to formazan,
which can be seen in the form of purple crystals inside the live cells. This
process reflects the general metabolic activity of the cell and is commonly
used in a colorimetric assay to test the viability of the cells, as well as
possible toxicity of a treatment. The formation of formazan crystals
inside the cells was confirmed with bright-field microscopy. Then we re-
moved the MTT solution and extracted the formazan produced by the
cells with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 15 minutes at room temperature).
We measured the optical density of the resulting solution at 560 nm, us-
ing a FLUOstar Omega Microplate Reader (BMG Labtech, De Meern,
the Netherlands). FND-free HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, pre-exposed to
DMSO for 30 minutes, were used as negative control.

6.2.7 Focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-
SEM) imaging and reconstruction

Optical microscopy is a valuable tool for studying the FND uptake by
cells. However, it has its limitations, such as resolution and the need for
complex multi-color imaging to get the full intracellular context of the
observed events. Electron microscopy techniques, such as FIB-SEM, on
the contrary, allow one to obtain a full picture of a cell at nanometer res-
olution. At the same time, such imaging is time-consuming and requires
more sophisticated preparation of the samples.
For this study, we have obtained a complete FIB-SEM z-stack of an
HT-29 cell, treated according to protocol B (“FNDs from the bottom”).
The sample was fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde and 4% paraformaldehyde
in 0.1 M cacodylic acid, postfixed with 1% osmium tetroxide and 2.5%
potassium ferrocyanide in 0.1 M cacodylic acid, and embedded in the
Epon resin. The area containing one cell was imaged with FIB-SEM
(Helios NanoLab 600i, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The images were used
to create a 3D reconstruction of this cell, featuring the most important
organelles and compartments (cell membrane, the nucleus, mitochondria,
intracellular vesicles), as well as the FNDs associated with the cell. The
reconstruction was made with IMOD, an open-source package of pro-
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grams for reconstruction of electron microscopy serial sections.38

6.2.8 Statistical analysis
For each experiment that involved confocal imaging of the cells, the data
from at least 100 cells and at least 100 particles were analyzed. Statistical
analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism 6, with two-way analysis of
variance (two-way ANOVA) used to assess the statistical significance of
the observed differences. Each point in the plots represents an individual
cell, while the whiskers show mean ± SD of the entire group.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Trypsin treatment yields higher proportion of cells with

internalized FNDs
The proportion of HT-29 cells that have internalized at least one particle
was relatively low in the control group (protocol A – FNDs added on top
of the adherent cells). Higher concentrations of FNDs in the cell culture
medium resulted in larger proportion of FND-containing cells, but only to
a certain extent: we did not observe differences in this parameter between
the cells treated with 1 µg/mL or with 5 µg/mL of FNDs (Table 1).

Table 1. Proportion of cells with internalized FNDs

Concentration Protocol A

(FNDs on top)

Protocol B

(FNDs from the bottom)

Protocol C

(trypsin + FNDs on top)

0.5 µg/mL 37.1% 75.0% 69.3%

1 µg/mL 58.3% 80.0% 73.8%

5 µg/mL 49.6% 96.3% 93.3%

Both modified protocols, on the other hand, resulted in a substantial in-
crease in the percentage of FND-containing cells. Moreover, we were able
to enhance the uptake even further, reaching almost 100% internalization
rates. It is also worth noting that the cells were allowed to recover for
24 hours before imaging. Therefore, some of them might have divided,
potentially decreasing the proportion of FND-containing cells.

6.3.2 Trypsin-treated cells internalize more particles
Adding more FNDs to the incubation medium on its own does not im-
prove the uptake in HT-29 cells. In the control group (protocol A), the
average number of internalized FNDs was low (approximately 1–2 parti-
cles per cell) at all tested concentrations (Figures 2 and 3 ).
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to a 96-well plate (5 wells for each set of experimental conditions) in-
stead of fresh Petri dishes for the 24-hour recovery period. After 24
hours, cells were rinsed once with PBS and incubated with fresh cell
culture medium, containing 0.05% MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-
2,5-diphenyltetrazoliumbromid, Sigma-Aldrich), for 2 hours at +37°C,
5% CO2. MTT tetrazole dye is reduced by cellular enzymes to formazan,
which can be seen in the form of purple crystals inside the live cells. This
process reflects the general metabolic activity of the cell and is commonly
used in a colorimetric assay to test the viability of the cells, as well as
possible toxicity of a treatment. The formation of formazan crystals
inside the cells was confirmed with bright-field microscopy. Then we re-
moved the MTT solution and extracted the formazan produced by the
cells with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 15 minutes at room temperature).
We measured the optical density of the resulting solution at 560 nm, us-
ing a FLUOstar Omega Microplate Reader (BMG Labtech, De Meern,
the Netherlands). FND-free HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, pre-exposed to
DMSO for 30 minutes, were used as negative control.

6.2.7 Focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-
SEM) imaging and reconstruction

Optical microscopy is a valuable tool for studying the FND uptake by
cells. However, it has its limitations, such as resolution and the need for
complex multi-color imaging to get the full intracellular context of the
observed events. Electron microscopy techniques, such as FIB-SEM, on
the contrary, allow one to obtain a full picture of a cell at nanometer res-
olution. At the same time, such imaging is time-consuming and requires
more sophisticated preparation of the samples.
For this study, we have obtained a complete FIB-SEM z-stack of an
HT-29 cell, treated according to protocol B (“FNDs from the bottom”).
The sample was fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde and 4% paraformaldehyde
in 0.1 M cacodylic acid, postfixed with 1% osmium tetroxide and 2.5%
potassium ferrocyanide in 0.1 M cacodylic acid, and embedded in the
Epon resin. The area containing one cell was imaged with FIB-SEM
(Helios NanoLab 600i, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The images were used
to create a 3D reconstruction of this cell, featuring the most important
organelles and compartments (cell membrane, the nucleus, mitochondria,
intracellular vesicles), as well as the FNDs associated with the cell. The
reconstruction was made with IMOD, an open-source package of pro-
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grams for reconstruction of electron microscopy serial sections.38

6.2.8 Statistical analysis
For each experiment that involved confocal imaging of the cells, the data
from at least 100 cells and at least 100 particles were analyzed. Statistical
analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism 6, with two-way analysis of
variance (two-way ANOVA) used to assess the statistical significance of
the observed differences. Each point in the plots represents an individual
cell, while the whiskers show mean ± SD of the entire group.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Trypsin treatment yields higher proportion of cells with

internalized FNDs
The proportion of HT-29 cells that have internalized at least one particle
was relatively low in the control group (protocol A – FNDs added on top
of the adherent cells). Higher concentrations of FNDs in the cell culture
medium resulted in larger proportion of FND-containing cells, but only to
a certain extent: we did not observe differences in this parameter between
the cells treated with 1 µg/mL or with 5 µg/mL of FNDs (Table 1).

Table 1. Proportion of cells with internalized FNDs

Concentration Protocol A

(FNDs on top)

Protocol B

(FNDs from the bottom)

Protocol C

(trypsin + FNDs on top)

0.5 µg/mL 37.1% 75.0% 69.3%

1 µg/mL 58.3% 80.0% 73.8%

5 µg/mL 49.6% 96.3% 93.3%

Both modified protocols, on the other hand, resulted in a substantial in-
crease in the percentage of FND-containing cells. Moreover, we were able
to enhance the uptake even further, reaching almost 100% internalization
rates. It is also worth noting that the cells were allowed to recover for
24 hours before imaging. Therefore, some of them might have divided,
potentially decreasing the proportion of FND-containing cells.

6.3.2 Trypsin-treated cells internalize more particles
Adding more FNDs to the incubation medium on its own does not im-
prove the uptake in HT-29 cells. In the control group (protocol A), the
average number of internalized FNDs was low (approximately 1–2 parti-
cles per cell) at all tested concentrations (Figures 2 and 3 ).
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Figure 2. Number of FNDs internalized by cells at different concentrations of FNDs
in the medium. Higher FND concentrations lead to enhanced uptake in protocols
B and C, but not in protocol A. Both protocols B and C yield higher uptake than
protocol A at a given FND concentration. Statistical significance of the results is
summarized in Supplementary Table 1.

In contrast, there was a clear increase in the average number of FNDs per
cell, when the cells were exposed to higher concentrations of the particles
under the adapted experimental conditions (protocols B and C – “FNDs
from the bottom” and “trypsin + FNDs on top”, respectively; Figures 4
and 5).
Using the modified protocols and high FND concentrations, we were able
to achieve the average counts of 4 or even 8 particles per cell, while the
absolute maximum was 41 FNDs in one cell (protocol C, 5 µg/mL of
FNDs).
At the same time, both experimental procedures resulted in higher counts
of internalized FNDs even at the lowest concentration of particles in the
medium (0.5 µg/mL), as compared to the control protocol A (Figure 2).
The differences were even more pronounced, when we exposed the cells
to higher concentrations of FNDs.
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Figure 3. 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cell cluster, incubated with
5 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol A (“FNDs on top”). Green – GFP-EpCAM; red – FNDs.

Figure 4. 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cell cluster, incubated with
5 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol B (“FNDs from the bottom”). Green – GFP-EpCAM;
red – FNDs.
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Figure 5. 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cell cluster, incubated with
5 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol C (“trypsin + FNDs on top”). Green – GFP-EpCAM;
red – FNDs.

6.3.3 FNDs internalized by trypsin-treated cells do not show
higher degrees of aggregation

In the control group (protocol A), the average observed volume of FND
aggregates internalized by the cells was clearly increasing at higher FND
concentrations, changing from 0.31 µm3 to 5.12 µm3 (Figure 6). We saw
a similar, although less pronounced, increase in the aggregate volume at
the “FNDs from the bottom” protocol. In contrast, there was no relation
between the concentration of particles in the medium and the size of the
aggregates for the “trypsin + FNDs on top” case.
At low FND concentrations, all protocols yielded similar size of the FND
aggregates, with larger objects observed in the “FNDs from the bottom”
protocol at 1 µg/mL. At the highest concentration, the size of FND
aggregates was clearly lower under the modified protocols, as compared
to the control protocol A (Figure 6).

6.3.4 Particles internalized by trypsin-treated cells are not re-
tained at the cell periphery

Under the control experimental conditions (protocol A), only 74-76% of
all FNDs associated with the cells do not colocalize with the cell mem-
brane (Table 2, Supplementary Figure 2). At higher FND concentrations
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Figure 6. Observed volume of FND aggregates internalized by cells at different
concentrations of FNDs. Higher concentrations of FNDs result in more pronounced
aggregation in protocols A and B, but not protocol C. Statistical significance of the
results is reported in Supplementary Table 2.

in the medium, this parameter drops even further and almost half of the
observed particles are retained in the close proximity of the cell mem-
brane. Both of the modified experimental protocols result in a higher
proportion of FNDs colocalized with the cell membrane (Table 2, Sup-
plementary Figures 3, 4). At the same time, the distributions of distances
are also similar to the distributions observed for lower concentrations of
FNDs in the control protocol A and are not substantially different at
different FND concentrations. Together with the increased numbers of
FNDs per cell, it means that the absolute number of particles that are
not retained at the cell membrane is higher in protocols B and C, as com-
pared to the control protocol A. Direct quantification of this parameter
confirms the data obtained from the distance distributions (Table 2).
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Table 2. Average numbers of FNDs that are not colocalized with the cell membrane,
particles per cell

Concentration of FNDs Protocol A

(FNDs on top)

Protocol B

(FNDs from the bottom)

Protocol C

(trypsin + FNDs on top)

0.5 µg/mL 1.5 ± 1.2

(74%)

2.1 ± 2.3

(66%)

2.1 ± 2.1

(60%)

1 µg/mL 2.0 ± 1.7

(76%)

2.9 ± 3.4

(66%)

4.2 ± 4.4

(69%)

5 µg/mL 0.9 ± 0.8

(52%)
96.3% 5.5 ± 5.5

(63%)

Error bars are created from counting at least 55 cells per condition. The value in brackets shows the proportion
of FNDs not retained at the membrane out of total number of particles per cell.

Figure 7. Results of MTT assay performed after the implementation of different
internalization protocols, followed by 24-hour recovery period. Different patterns
correspond to different concentrations of FNDs. Green box represents the normal
range of metabolic activity (80-120% of control).
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6.3.5 Viability of HT-29 cells can be affected by trypsin treat-
ment

The results of MTT assay showed the general lack of FND toxicity in case
of FNDs added on top of adherent cells (Figure 7). While incubation with
1 µg/mL of FNDs resulted in lower metabolic activity of HT-29 GFP-
EpCAM cells (66.8% of control), it was still substantially higher than in
the positive control.
It is worth noting that trypsin-EDTA treatment on its own resulted in
lower metabolic activity of the cells, even though the MTT assay was
performed after a 24-hour recovery period (Figure 7, 0 µg/mL). At the
same time, there were no significant differences in metabolic activity
between the control cells and “trypsin + FNDs on top”-treated cells for
any concentration of FNDs. In most cases, their metabolic activity was
also within the normal range, defined as 80-120% of the activity of the
non-treated cells.39 In contrast, the “FNDs from the bottom” protocol
led to decreased metabolic activity at almost all concentrations of FNDs,
compared to the non-treated controls, as well as to other experimental
procedures.

6.3.6 FIB-SEM reconstruction shows the cellular localization
of FNDs

We used the entire FIB-SEM stack to get an idea of the subcellular
localization of FNDs. We were able to identify the cell membrane, the
nucleus, mitochondria, and at least two different classes of intracellular
vesicles: small ones, with relatively electron-dense content (presumably,
endosomes and lysosomes), and large ones, with low electron density
of the lumen and characteristic electron-dense rims in the periphery of
the lumen (presumably, macropinosomes).39, 40 A representative slice of
the cell, with different organelles outlined in different colors, is shown in
Figure 8.
The size of individual organelles, as well as their ultramorphology, were
used for the classification. The average volumes and linear dimensions of
the reconstructed objects are summarized in Table 3. 3D-reconstruction
of the entire volume of the sample allows us to visualize various intracel-
lular components (Figure 9).
FND particles are also clearly visible with electron microscopy41 and
can be identified by very high electron density, localized within a small
volume, and high local contrast at the edge of the particle.42 These prop-
erties make them distinct from other intracellular components (Supple-
mentary Figure 6). We were able to locate three particles associated with
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Figure 8. (A) FIB-SEM section of the complete cell. (B) Segmentation of the
cell area into different subcellular structures, based on their appearance. Yellow –
cell membrane; purple – the nucleus; dark pink – mitochondria, dark blue – small
intracellular vesicles (endosomes), cyan – large intracellular vesicles with low electron
density of the lumen and an electron-dense rim (macropinosomes). (C) A close-up of
two parts of the cytoplasm, showing subcellular structures. The colors correspond to
those in panel (B). N – nucleus; m – mitochondria; ex – extracellular space; Mp –
macropinosome; v – small vesicle (endosome or lysosome). Scale bar – 1 µm.
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Table 3. Volume, surface area, linear size of the cell organelles (based on the data
of 3D-reconstruction)

Volume, µm3 Surface

area, µm2

Maximal linear

size, µm

Nucleus 777.17 566.50 13.28

Mitochondria

(n = 153)
0.72 ± 0.96 4.72 ± 5.11 1.74 ± 1.18

Small

intracellular

vesicles

(n = 327)

0.05 ± 0.04 0.70 ± 0.41 0.55 ± 0.18

Large

intracellular

vesicles

(n = 114)

0.52 ± 0.76 3.91 ± 5.32 1.17 ± 0.57

The value in brackets shows the sample size for a given organelle. Data
are shown as mean ± SD.

this cell: two on the cell surface (Figure 10) and one in a large intracel-
lular vesicle (Figure 11). The size of the FNDs is shown in Table 4. It is
in good agreement with the results of DLS measurements (Supplemen-
tary Figure 5). The average diameter of 135 ± 2 nm suggests that FND
particles are not aggregated.
3D-reconstruction also allows us to assess the distribution of different
types of organelles within the cell volume (Figure 12). The nucleus oc-
cupies the central location, while the mitochondria are rather uniformly
distributed around it. On the contrary, the larger vesicles of low elec-
tron density, one of which contains the only FND particle that was truly
internalized by the cell, are clustered in the basal part of the cell. The
smaller, dense vesicles also tend to populate the basolateral part of the
cell, although their distribution is more uniform. While this cell is not
a part of a highly polarized epithelial layer, it nevertheless has certain
anisotropy at the subcellular level.
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Table 4. Volume, surface area, linear size of the FNDs associated with the cell (based
on the data of 3D-reconstruction)

Volume,

×10−4µm3

Surface area,

×10−2µm2

Maximal linear

size, nm

FND 1

(on the cell surface,

Figure 10A, D)

2.4 2.0 133

FND 2

(on the cell surface,

Figure 10B, E)

3.9 2.4 133

FND 3

(in the vesicle,

Figure 11)

2.8 2.1 138

Mean ± SD

(n = 3)
3.0 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.2 135 ± 2
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Figure 9. Complete cell. Yellow – cell membrane; purple – the nucleus; dark pink
– mitochondria, dark blue – small intracellular vesicles (endosomes), cyan – large
intracellular vesicles (macropinosomes).
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Figure 9. Complete cell. Yellow – cell membrane; purple – the nucleus; dark pink
– mitochondria, dark blue – small intracellular vesicles (endosomes), cyan – large
intracellular vesicles (macropinosomes).
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Figure 10. FNDs on the cell surface. Yellow – cell membrane; red – FNDs. Scale
bar – 1 µm.
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Figure 11. FND internalized in a cell vesicle. Yellow – cell membrane; purple –
the nucleus; dark pink – mitochondria, dark blue – small intracellular vesicles (endo-
somes), cyan – large intracellular vesicles (macropinosomes), red – FND. Scale bar –
1 µm.
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Figure 11. FND internalized in a cell vesicle. Yellow – cell membrane; purple –
the nucleus; dark pink – mitochondria, dark blue – small intracellular vesicles (endo-
somes), cyan – large intracellular vesicles (macropinosomes), red – FND. Scale bar –
1 µm.
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Figure 12. Intracellular distribution of the organelles. Yellow – cell membrane;
purple – the nucleus; dark pink – mitochondria, dark blue – small intracellular vesicles
(endosomes), cyan – large intracellular vesicles (macropinosomes), red – FND (also
marked with a white circle). Scale bar – 1 µm.
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6.4 Discussion
In agreement with previous studies,32 simple increase in the concentration
of FNDs in the cell culture medium has not resulted in higher uptake by
HT-29 cells. Moreover, we observed dramatic increase in the size of the
particles, which most likely results from FND aggregation. Larger size
of FNDs might also explain the bigger proportion of particles that are
found at the cell membrane. It has been previously reported that large
FND aggregates are not efficiently internalized by mammalian cells.43

In contrast, both protocols that involve trypsin-EDTA treatment of the
cells result in substantially higher uptake levels, both in terms of the
number of particles per cell and the proportion of cells that have inter-
nalized FNDs. Both “FNDs from the bottom” and “trypsin-EDTA +
FNDs on top” protocols also show dose-dependent increase in FND up-
take, suggesting that even higher concentrations of FNDs could be used
to further increase the amount of internalized particles.
In case of the modified protocols, the volume of FNDs was slightly higher
than under the control conditions (although the differences were mostly
non-significant). At the same time, there was no further aggregation of
the particles even at the highest concentration tested. This lack of aggre-
gation might also be among the factors that contribute to the improved
FND uptake. While it is well-known that FNDs tend to aggregate in cell
culture medium and similar salt-containing solutions,18 our results might
point to a certain role that cells could play in this process.
The distribution of distances between the internalized FNDs and the
cell membrane was not substantially affected by the modified protocols,
although we saw slightly more particles colocalized with the cell mem-
brane. It is worth noting that our approach takes into account the short-
est distance between the particle and the cell membrane. Thus, an FND
overlapping with the membrane and an FND that “touches” the mem-
brane with its edge will be assigned the same distance, although these
two cases might be fundamentally different from the biological point of
view. Moreover, slightly larger FNDs observed in case of the modified
protocols will generally have a higher probability of being found closer
to the membrane than smaller particles. Lastly, the actual size of the
FNDs falls beyond the resolving capacity of a conventional confocal mi-
croscope. This discrepancy can be illustrated by the volumes of FNDs
estimated from the confocal images and the volumes measured from the
FIB-SEM reconstruction. Therefore, the distribution of distances should
be used as a guidance and should be complemented by other approaches.
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Figure 12. Intracellular distribution of the organelles. Yellow – cell membrane;
purple – the nucleus; dark pink – mitochondria, dark blue – small intracellular vesicles
(endosomes), cyan – large intracellular vesicles (macropinosomes), red – FND (also
marked with a white circle). Scale bar – 1 µm.
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6.4 Discussion
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While yielding slightly higher proportion of FNDs colocalized with the
cell membrane, the modified protocols still result in a higher absolute
amount of FNDs per cell, which are truly internalized and not retained
at the cell periphery.
Out of the three protocols tested, “trypsin + FNDs on top” appears to be
the most beneficial one, since it results in both high FND internalization
rates and high viability of the cells. Decreased cell viability in case of
the “FNDs from the bottom” protocol can stem from the fact that cells
are twice detached from the surface within a very short period of time
(2 hours). Since the recovery time might not be sufficient and some
cells might die or get lost in the process, the resulting metabolic activity,
as measured by MTT assay, appears to be lower. This hypothesis is
supported by the control experiments, in which the HT-29 cells were not
exposed to FNDs, but went through the same repeated detachment. In
this case, the metabolic activity of the cells after the 24-hour recovery
period was still 28% lower than in the control group, which was detached
only once (Figure 7).
As we do not observe substantial differences in FND uptake between
the “FNDs from the bottom” and “trypsin + FNDs on top” protocols,
trypsin-EDTA treatment on its own seems to play the most important
role in improving the uptake rates. Hence, for practical applications,
we would suggest using this protocol and avoid additional passaging of
the cells, since it appears to have adverse effects on the cell metabolism.
Trypsin-EDTA solution has been widely used in cell culture for decades,
however, its influence on the nanoparticle uptake has largely been over-
looked. As trypsin cleaves receptors located at the cell surface, it can im-
pede the receptor-mediated uptake of ligand molecules and nanoparticles
that carry such ligands on their surface.35 However, the opposite effect of
trypsin-EDTA treatment is counterintuitive and even less investigated.
A recent study showed that the uptake of small, 5-nm carbon particles
by 3T3-L1 murine fibroblasts (but not HSC-2 human oral squamous cell
carcinoma or S-G gingival epithelioid cells, which points out to a certain
cell-type specificity of the response) is dramatically increased within 24
hours after the trypsinization step.36 The authors suggest that trypsin
treatment affects the cell membrane composition, making it more per-
meable for the nanoparticles. One should note that such treatment also
influences the actin cytoskeleton, possibly disrupting the cortical actin
bundles and making the cell surface easier to penetrate. Another possible
explanation is the exposure of larger surface area to the nanoparticles.
Moreover, for the cells of epithelial origin, it might mean the exposure of
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a different part of the membrane – the basolateral surface, which can be
more “competent” in terms of the uptake.
FIB-SEM imaging and reconstruction that was performed as part of this
study offers certain insights into the process of FND internalization. Al-
though the sample size is extremely small, and most of the particles
were located at the cell surface, we did not see any free FNDs in the
cytoplasm. The only truly internalized particle was contained in a large
vesicle, morphologically similar to macropinosome.39 It is worth noting
that this type of vesicles has a clear anisotropic distribution within the
cell, unlike the smaller electron-dense vesicles, resembling endosomes, or
mitochondria (Figure 12). This anisotropy, if confirmed by further stud-
ies, might also contribute to the differential uptake of FNDs by HT-29
cells. Interestingly, the particle has not escaped the vesicle, despite 26
hours of the cell exposure to FNDs. In contrast, previous studies sug-
gest very rapid escape (within 4 hours) of internalized FNDs from the
endosomes of HepG2 cells.10 This discrepancy can be explained by the
small sample size, but it can also indicate a fundamental difference in the
dynamics of FND escape from different types of intracellular vesicles.
It should be pointed out that the actual mechanism of FND internal-
ization has not been established for HT-29 cell line. Clathrin-mediated
endocytosis has been reported as the dominant pathway for FND in-
ternalization in other cell lines.44 At the same time, there are studies
suggesting that colon adenocarcinoma cells (HT-29 or Caco-2 cell lines)
are able to internalize nanoparticles via macropinocytosis.45, 46 More-
over, due to the flake-like shape and sharp edges of FNDs, they are
also able to pierce biological membranes.10 While this mechanism has
only been demonstrated for intracellular membranes (such as endosomal
membranes), one cannot completely rule out the FND internalization via
mechanical penetration of the cell membrane.

6.5 Conclusions
Low internalization rates can be one of the things preventing the use of
nanoparticles and, more specifically, FNDs for biomedical applications.
In our study, we address the problem of low FND uptake in HT-29 cells,
which generally do not readily internalize nanoparticles. We have shown
that a simple treatment of cell clusters with trypsin-EDTA solution, rou-
tinely used for cell culture, drastically enhances FND uptake. Proposed
procedure does not require any specific modification of FNDs and can
be applicable for commercially available nanoparticles. Moreover, it has
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little effect on the general distribution of internalized FNDs within the
cells and the particle aggregation. Apart from the known effect on cells,
the trypsin treatment might alter the protein corona that is formed on
diamond particles. We also did not observe significant adverse effects of
the investigated procedure on the metabolic activity of the cells.
Notably, our results indicate the presence of a certain anisotropy at the
subcellular level in nonconfluent HT-29 cells. While the polarized state
of epithelial cells in monolayers is well known, the anisotropy of noncon-
fluent cells usually attracts less attention. We suggest that this aspect
can play a substantial role in the nanoparticle uptake and needs to be
investigated in more detail. Further studies are necessary to unravel the
mechanism of FND internalization by HT-29 cells, and, even more im-
portantly, of increased FND uptake rates after trypsin-EDTA treatment.
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Figure S1. Confocal image processing workflow. Data from the GFP channel are
used to calculate 3D distances from the cell borders. From the resulting distance maps,
we can calculate the distance between each FND and the closest cell membrane in
3D.

Statistical significance of differences in the particle distances from the
membrane and the particle volumes was assessed with two-way ANOVA,
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with the protocol and the FND concentrations used as predictors. The re-
sults of the statistical analysis are summarized in Supplementary Tables
1 and 2. The values in the cells show the significance of the differences
between the group stated on top (column names) and the group stated
on the left (row names). Shades of orange represent an increase in the
observed values, while shades of blue represent a decrease. Darker shad-
ings stand for larger statistical significance. The p-values are reported as
following:

• * - p ≤ 0.05

• ** - p ≤ 0.01

• *** - p ≤ 0.001

• **** - p ≤ 0.0001

• ns – not significant, p > 0.05

An intersection of two protocols gives a summary of all comparisons
between these protocols.
Supplementary Table 1 reflects the differences in the FND uptake effi-
ciency. For instance, protocol C yields significantly higher numbers of
internalized FNDs per cell than protocol A (upper right part of table 1),
except for the lowest FND concentration, where no statistically signifi-
cant differences could be found. At the same time, FND concentration
has no significant impact on the number of internalized FNDs, when the
particles are administered from the top (upper left part of table 1). On
the other hand, there is a clear dose dependence in case of protocol B
(central part of table 1) and protocol C (bottom right part of table 1).
Supplementary Table 2 reports the significance of the differences in the
observed volume of FND aggregates in the same way. Protocol A, 5
µg/mL, result in significantly larger aggregates than any other combina-
tion. Both protocol A (top left part of table 2) and protocol B (central
part of table 2) show a positive relation between the FND concentration
and the aggregate size, whereas protocol C (bottom right part of table
2) does not.
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Table S1. Statistical significance of the differences in the number of internalized
FNDs between different protocols and FND concentrations.
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Table S2. Statistical significance of the differences in the observed volume of inter-
nalized FNDs between different protocols and FND concentrations.
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Figure S2. Distribution of distances between internalized FNDs and the cell mem-
branes at different concentrations of FNDs (protocol A – “FNDs on top”). Note an
increase in the proportion of FNDs in the first bin (distance = 0, the object is colo-
calized with the membrane) in case of the highest FND concentration.

Figure S3. Distribution of distances between internalized FNDs and the cell mem-
branes at different concentrations of FNDs (protocol B – “FNDs from below”). Al-
though a larger portion of FNDs is retained at the membrane, as compared to protocol
A (Supplementary Figure 2), the distance distributions are not affected by increasing
concentrations of FNDs.
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Figure S4. Distribution of distances between internalized FNDs and the cell mem-
branes at different concentrations of FNDs (protocol C – “trypsin + FNDs on top”).
Similar to protocol B (Supplementary Figure 3), the proportion of FNDs retained at
the cell membrane does not increase at higher FND concentrations.

Figure S5. Size distribution of 120 nm FNDs, measured with dynamic light scatter-
ing. Average size is 156 ± 55 nm.
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Figure S6. (A) Intensity profiles of the FIB-SEM sections. Each profile was obtained
along the length of 20 pixels (200 nm) at a random position on the section. Black
curves correspond to the profiles observed in the background regions; yellow – at the
cell membrane; blue – in the cytoplasmic area, free of organelles; green – across the
ribosomes. Three red profiles correspond to the bright electron-dense spots, identified
as nanodiamond particles. Such high peak intensity, accompanied by high contrast,
is not characteristic for cellular components, such as ribosomes or protein ensembles.
(B) The average intensity profiles for each group. (C-G) Sampling of intensity profiles
of background (C), cell membrane (D), cytoplasm (E), ribosomes (F), nanodiamonds
(G). Brightness and contrast settings are the same in all panels. The sampling lines
are shown in yellow.
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Figure S6. (A) Intensity profiles of the FIB-SEM sections. Each profile was obtained
along the length of 20 pixels (200 nm) at a random position on the section. Black
curves correspond to the profiles observed in the background regions; yellow – at the
cell membrane; blue – in the cytoplasmic area, free of organelles; green – across the
ribosomes. Three red profiles correspond to the bright electron-dense spots, identified
as nanodiamond particles. Such high peak intensity, accompanied by high contrast,
is not characteristic for cellular components, such as ribosomes or protein ensembles.
(B) The average intensity profiles for each group. (C-G) Sampling of intensity profiles
of background (C), cell membrane (D), cytoplasm (E), ribosomes (F), nanodiamonds
(G). Brightness and contrast settings are the same in all panels. The sampling lines
are shown in yellow.
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Figure S7. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 0.5
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol A – “FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM
cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel reveals the
internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue – cell borders, as
seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND channels (different
focal plane than in A). Note that one FND can be clearly seen in the central cell, as
other particles are located in other focal planes. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S8. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 1
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol A – “FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM
cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel reveals the
FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue – cell borders, as seen
in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND channels. (D) 3D-
reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S7. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 0.5
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol A – “FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM
cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel reveals the
internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue – cell borders, as
seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND channels (different
focal plane than in A). Note that one FND can be clearly seen in the central cell, as
other particles are located in other focal planes. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S8. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 1
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol A – “FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM
cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel reveals the
FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue – cell borders, as seen
in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND channels. (D) 3D-
reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S9. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 5
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol A – “FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM
cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel reveals the
FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue – cell borders, as seen
in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND channels. (D) 3D-
reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S10. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with
0.5 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol B – “FNDs from the bottom”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels (different focal plane than in A). Note that only two FNDs can be clearly
seen in the central cell, as other particles are located in other focal planes. (D) 3D-
reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S9. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 5
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol A – “FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM
cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel reveals the
FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue – cell borders, as seen
in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND channels. (D) 3D-
reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S10. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with
0.5 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol B – “FNDs from the bottom”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels (different focal plane than in A). Note that only two FNDs can be clearly
seen in the central cell, as other particles are located in other focal planes. (D) 3D-
reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized FNDs.
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Figure S11. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with
1 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol B – “FNDs from the bottom”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S12. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with
5 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol B – “FNDs from the bottom”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S11. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with
1 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol B – “FNDs from the bottom”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S12. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with
5 µg/mL of FNDs, protocol B – “FNDs from the bottom”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S13. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 0.5
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol C – “trypsin-EDTA + FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S14. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 1
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol C – “trypsin-EDTA + FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S13. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 0.5
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol C – “trypsin-EDTA + FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S14. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 1
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol C – “trypsin-EDTA + FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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Figure S15. Representative z-stack of HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cells, incubated with 5
µg/mL of FNDs, protocol C – “trypsin-EDTA + FNDs on top”. (A) Cluster of HT-29
GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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GFP-EpCAM cells, as seen in GFP channel. (B) Z-projection of the far-red channel
reveals the internalized FNDs, located at different focal planes in the cells. Blue –
cell borders, as seen in the focal plane, shown in A. (C) Overlay of GFP and FND
channels. (D) 3D-reconstruction of the HT-29 GFP-EpCAM cluster with internalized
FNDs.
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